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ABSTRACT

Daylight responsive lighting control systems are employed to optimize the use of electric lighting in
a daylit space. Although the potential of daylight-responsive lighting controls systems is widely
acknowledged, the present-day performance of such systems is far from optimized. Several studies
have reported discrepancies between their promised and actual performance.
Most contemporary daylight-responsive lighting control systems, whether based on switching or
dimming control, are single-zone systems. While single-zone systems may perform satisfactorily in
small spaces, expanding their scope to spaces with large spatial depth results in an unnecessary
expenditure of electric energy. This thesis examines the potential of multi-zone control for
improving the performance of daylight-responsive dimming systems.
Preliminary studies conducted on multi-zone systems focused on investigating the performance of
such systems in optimized conditions. The optimized control algorithms for multi-zone systems
demonstrated up to 14% greater energy savings than the optimized algorithms for single-zone
system. A sequentially optimized multi-zone algorithm was developed on the basis of the dimming
trends observed with a fully optimized multi-zone algorithm. The savings obtained through the
sequential algorithm were comparable to those obtained through a fully optimized algorithm.
The performance of the multi-zone sequential algorithm was compared to that of a conventional
single-zone algorithm in a quasi-real world application where workplane-based photosensors were
used to dim electric lighting in a daylit room. The application of a multi-zone sequential algorithm
provided up to 14% greater annual energy savings than the single-zone algorithm. The accuracy of
both single and multi-zone algorithms was shown to be dependent on the quantity and positioning
of workplane-based photosensors.
The author recommends further research to comprehensively evaluate the potential of multi-zone
systems and their application to real-world dimming systems.
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INTRODUCTION

1.1 Daylighting and Energy
One of the principal goals of daylighting is to provide useful task lighting to the occupants of a
building. The dynamic nature of daylight causes wide variations in the quantity and direction of
daylight that is incident on the workplane, necessitating the application of glazings, shades,
lightshelves, overhang, fins and other elements to collect, transmit, reflect, control and distribute
daylight. Electric lighting is used to complement daylight during low daylighting conditions so that
adequate illuminance can be maintained on the workplane.
A daylit space is not inherently energy efficient. For energy to be saved, the use of electric lighting
must be curtailed as the amount of useful daylight increases. This can be achieved by either
switching or dimming electric light through a manual or automatic daylight-responsive lighting
control system. Switching systems typically rely either on an on-off methodology or on a multilevel
switching based control. Dimming systems, on the other hand, dim the light output of luminaires.
Although they are more expensive and complicated to implement, dimming systems afford greater
flexibility and customization in control, thereby allowing greater energy savings (DiLaura and
others 2011).
Currently, there is a broad consensus on the energy saving potential of daylight-responsive lighting
control. A meta-analysis of lighting energy savings in case studies and scientific papers published in
the last 30 years indicates that daylighting can reduce the energy spent on lighting by up to 28%.
The poor reliability of daylight-responsive lighting control, however, has resulted in a low rate of
acceptance among specifiers and end-users. Data collected from field installations have often
contrasted poorly to the predicted potential of such systems (Williams and others 2012).

1.2 Daylight-Responsive Dimming Systems
An automatic, daylight-responsive dimming system dims electric lighting in response to the amount
of daylight sensed by a photosensor. The photosensor can be used to monitor external illuminance,
illuminance through an aperture or combined daylight and electric light within a space (DiLaura
and others 2011).
Figure 1 shows the graphical representation of a simple photosensor-controlled daylightresponsive dimming system. The room shown in the figure is small enough that it can be
illuminated by just two luminaires. Rooms of larger dimensions feature multiple rows and columns
of luminaires, necessitating the grouping of luminaires into mutually controllable “zones”.
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Figure 1: Components of a simple photosensor-controlled daylight-responsive lighting control system.
Source: (Rubinstein 1984)

In the parlance of lighting control systems, a “zone” or “channel” refers to a group of luminaires that
are switched or dimmed together. A conventional photosensor-controlled dimming system in a
large space typically consists of a dimmed zone and a non-dimmed zone. Luminaires in the nondimmed zone are usually switched ON for the duration of the hours during which a space is
occupied while luminaires in the dimmed zone are dimmed according to the daylight condition. In a
daylit space, the area requiring the most amount of illuminance from electric lighting is usually
away from the glazing, towards the rear of the room. So, the luminaires above that area are
assigned to the non-dimmed zone. The remaining luminaires are assigned to the dimmed zone.
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The control of a dimmed zone is driven by a photosensor signal. Ideally, the photosensor signal at
any instant should be representative of the illuminance levels on the workplane, thus allowing for
optimum illuminance maintenance and energy savings. Practically, however, owing to the dynamic
nature of daylight and the application of interior blinds or shades, wide variations can be observed
between photosensor signal and prevailing workplane illuminance levels. The positioning and
calibration of a photosensor should be done such that it is able to track the interior daylight within
levels of reasonable accuracy.
The signal received by a photosensor is interpreted by a control algorithm embedded in a
microcontroller which is located either in the photosensor or inside a separate control panel or
device. The control algorithm, which can be based on open-loop or closed-loop control, assigns
dimming levels to the dimmed zone. Open-loop dimming systems assume a nighttime signal of zero
and attempt to adjust electric lighting solely on the basis of the daylight signal received. Closed-loop
systems, on the other hand, are influenced by both daylight and electric lighting. It follows that for
open-loop systems a ceiling-mounted photosensor should be positioned such that either it receives
little or no signal contribution from electric light or such that the electric light signal received by the
photosensor is removed from the total signal by the dimming system (DiLaura and others 2011).

1.3 Single and Multi-Zone Dimming Systems
Daylight-responsive dimming systems can be devised as single-zone or multi-zone systems. A
multi-zone dimming system typically consists of multiple dimmed zones with the option of
additional non-dimmed luminaires. A survey of scientific literature, reviewed in Chapter 2, as well
as anecdotal evidence indicates that real world dimming systems are mostly single-zone systems.
Dimming systems with single dimmed zones work satisfactorily in spaces with low spatial depth.
Combining multiple rows of luminaires into a single dimmed zone in deep spaces, however, results
in over-illumination of areas that are close to glazing. Conversely, over-sensing by the photosensor
—due to calibration error or impact of direct sunlight— can cause under-illumination in areas that
are away from the glazing.
Figure 2 shows an example of a conventional single-zone dimming system applied to a sidelighting
application and compares it with a scenario where the single dimmed zone is split into three
individually dimmable zones. The illuminance and power consumption values indicate that “CASE
3”, the multi-zone scenario, consumes 66% less power while maintaining adequate illuminance on
the workplane. While it can be argued that the magnitude of energy savings shown in Figure 2
might only be relevant for a specific time and daylighting condition, a case can be made for
exploring the potential of multi-zone systems for improving the performance of daylight-responsive
dimming systems.
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Figure 2 : Top-view of the workplane illuminance grid for a typical, south-oriented, daylit room. 5
squares superimposed on the grid indicate the lighting layout. CASE 2 refers to a conventional single
dimming system while CASE 3 shows a scenario with multiple zones where dimming level for each
zone can be set individually.
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1.4 Research Hypothesis
A multi-zone approach to daylight-responsive dimming systems will reduce annual electric energy
consumption.

1.5 Scope
The research conducted by the author and his advisor investigates, through software simulations,
the potential of a multi-zone approach in improving the performance of daylight-responsive
dimming systems.
This thesis presents two core aspects of the author’s research. Chapter 3 introduces the research
methodology and expounds the theoretical basis for evaluating multi-zone systems through
software simulations. Chapter 4 details a series of software simulations where the concept of multizone control is applied for controlling a daylight-dimming system with workplane based
photosensors.
The following chapter reviews scientific and commercial literature that forms the basis for the
original work undertaken by the author.
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2

LITERATURE REVIEW

Contemporary research initiatives have made incremental improvements in the field of Daylighting.
Researchers have addressed, through field tests and software modeling, different aspects of
daylighting such as optimization of shading control, photosensor calibration and positioning
strategies and performance metrics.
The following sections provide a review of the research and commercial literature related to
daylighting that is relevant to this thesis.
2.1 Software
Advances in daylight simulations, achieved over the last decade, have made it possible for
daylighting designers and researchers to perform comprehensive analyses of daylit spaces. Modern
daylighting software are capable of generating dynamic climate-based simulations that incorporate
glare prediction and shading calculations, consideration of occupancy patterns and photosensor
behavior and the calculation of advanced daylighting metrics (Reinhart and Wienold 2011). This
research makes extensive use of software simulations and calculations for studying daylit spaces
and modeling the performance of multi-zone systems. While the multi-zone calculations were
performed using software custom-written by the author, daylighting simulations were performed
using the Daysim daylighting software (Daysim.ning.com 2013; Mistrick and Casey 2011).
Daysim, abbreviated from “dynamic daylight simulation method”, was introduced by Reinhart and
Herkel (2000) as a RADIANCE-based daylight simulation tool that simulates indoor illuminances
under arbitrary sky conditions by utilizing concepts of daylight coefficients and the Perez Sky
illuminance model (Perez and others 1993; Tregenza and Waters 1983). RADIANCE, developed by
Greg Ward at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratories, is a backward raytracing software
program that generates physically-based simulations of indoor illuminance and luminance
distributions for diffuse, specular and partly specular surfaces by using deterministic and stochastic
techniques (Ward and Rubinstein 1988).
Since its introduction, Daysim has been the subject of several research initiatives that have sought
to validate and improve its capabilities. Reinhart and Walkenhorst (2001) conducted a study to
validate the accuracy of Daysim in an office space with blinds and concluded that values obtained
through simulations, while dependent on the treatment of direct sunlight, were fairly accurate, with
the deviation between simulated and actual, measured values being only a few percentage points. A
comparative study by Reinhart and Breton (2009) on a recent version of Daysim and the 3ds Max
Design 2009 software showed that results obtained through Daysim simulations had sufficient
accuracy for typical investigation of daylighted spaces.
Bourgeois, Reinhart and Ward (2008) proposed a standard daylight coefficient model for dynamic
daylighting simulations that improved upon the original Daysim approach for daylight simulations.
Additional functionality has been added to Daysim in recent years with the development of
modules that allow for the analysis of electric lighting and modeling of integrated photosensor
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lighting control by considering the spatial response of photosensor and control algorithms for
dimming and switching of electric lighting systems (Mistrick and Casey 2011).
Reinhart and Wienold (2011) reviewed the recent advances in daylighting simulation and proposed
an integrated design analysis method that would simultaneously consider annual daylight
availability, visual comfort and energy use.

2.2 Daylighting Control
A well-engineered daylighting solution takes into account control of daylight as well as electric
light. Lightshelves and shades are used to minimize glare while maintaining adequate daylight in a
space. Photosensors, ballast controllers and dimming ballasts are equipment that constitute the
principal control elements for the electric lighting system.
Wankanpon (2009) studied the impact of using automatic shading control on lighting and heating
energy consumption. Automatic shading control strategies with integrated lighting controls
demonstrated greater energy savings than static, always closed shades. Park and others (2011a)
introduced an improved closed-loop algorithm for an integrated system comprising of automated
roller shades and daylight-responsive dimming systems that was shown to perform with greater
accuracy than a conventional closed-loop proportional control algorithm based dimming system.
Kim (2009) analyzed different arrangements of internal and external lightshelves along with
controlled roller shades to study the performance of lightshelves in terms of daylight luminance
distribution, sunlight penetration and lighting energy use.
Photosensor performance dictates, to a large extent, the accuracy and effectiveness of a daylightresponsive dimming system. On the basis of their optical design, photosensors are configured to
sense light arriving from different directions. There is no single, defined optimum distribution or
control algorithm for photosensors. Performance and control of photosensors have been addressed
by several studies. Mistrick and Thongtipaya (1997) studied the impact of different photocell
conditions on dimming system performance. They examined, through computer simulations, the
effect of lighting system, room orientation, sky conditions, blinds and photocell type on a daylightresponsive dimming system installed in a small office. A later study by Mistrick and Sarkar (2005)
analyzed the performance of a closed-loop photosensor system in a variety of classroom spaces by
considering more complex daylight delivery systems that included skylights and clerestories. Kim
and Song (2007) analyzed the performance of photosensor at different locations in an office with a
double-skin envelope and suggested favorable mounting locations and shielding conditions for
photosensors. A recent study by Park and others (2011b) proposed an improved closed-loop
proportional algorithm for photosensor control while suggesting that dimming systems be
calibrated twice a year, on targeted dates and times.
The role of photosensor characteristics and performance consistency of dimming ballasts in the
operation of daylight-responsive dimming systems was studied by Choi, Song and Kim (2005). This
field study dealt with the analysis of spatial response of photosensors, the effect of mounting
location on photosensor performance and controlled performance of electronic dimming ballasts.
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Optimum spatial characteristics and mounting locations for photosensors were suggested along
with an emphasis on delivery of proper control voltage to dimming ballasts for improving the
performance of daylight-responsive dimming systems.
A more detailed study on dimming ballasts by Doulos, Tsangrassoulis and Topalis (2008) analyzed
eighteen commercial dimming ballasts on the basis of their electrical characteristics. They made a
case for benchmarking of dimming ballasts and suggested that detailed guidelines for dimming
ballasts should be made available to building designers and lighting designers.

2.3 Performance Metrics
Building performance metrics have been described as “quality measures” for evaluating a building’s
energy efficiency (Reinhart and others 2006). A variety of metrics are available for assessing
daylighting performance. Most of the daylighting metrics have been developed in recent decades as
until recently, the computational cost of evaluating such metrics prevented their large scale
adoption by daylighting practitioners and researchers (DiLaura and others 2011).
Daylight Factor, defined by Moon and Spencer (1942) as the ratio of the internal illuminance at a
point in a building to the unshaded, external horizontal illuminance under a CIE overcast sky, has
been the most prevalent metric for daylighting performance evaluation for many years. As Daylight
factor is only concerned with overcast skies and does not take into account factors such as season,
time of day, direct sunlight ingress, variable sky conditions, building orientation and building
location, it cannot help in development of glare prevention strategies due to low angle sunlight
penetration or building orientation. Several new performance metrics have been developed
recently that provide more detailed information about glare and performance across an extended
period of time with variable sky conditions. These new metrics include Daylight Autonomy,
Continuous Daylight Autonomy, Zonal Daylight Autonomy, Spatial Daylight Autonomy, Temporal
Daylight Autonomy, Useful Daylight Illuminance, Direct Sunlight Hours, Annual Sunlight Exposure
and Daylight Uniformity (DiLaura and others 2011).
Nabil and Mardaljevic (2005) introduced the concept of useful daylight illuminance (UDI) as an
improvement over daylight factors. UDI is based on “an annual time-series of absolute values for
illuminance predicted under realistic skies generated from standard meteorological datasets” and
achieved UDI is “the annual occurrence of illuminance on the workplane where illuminances are
within the range of 100-2000 lux”.
Reinhart, Mardaljevic and Rogers (2006) reviewed the features of new daylighting metrics and
compared them with traditional metrics such as Daylight Factor. They concluded that while a
metrics based approach to daylighting design was intrinsically limited in its ability to capture the
architectural dimension of daylighting, the new dynamic daylighting metrics offered a better
alternative to traditional metrics.
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Wienold and Christoffersen (2006) evaluated the existing metrics for computing glare and
proposed Daylight Glare Probability (DGP) as an improvement over the previous metrics. Their
research involved software simulations as well as a study involving human subjects. DGP was
shown to correlate strongly with the glare perception of subjects participating in the study.
A study by Cantin and Dubois (2011) used Daysim and RADIANCE calculations to compare quality
based metrics for daylighting. The metrics studied were related to illuminance, glare and
directivity. They found that UDI, DGP and vector/scalar illuminance ratios were among the most
useful metrics for assessing daylighting quality of architectural spaces.
Mardaljevic, Heschong and Lee (2009) reviewed the compliance methods for achieving daylighted
buildings while citing two case studies to demonstrate how effectively daylight metrics could be
used in a real world context.

2.4 Daylighting Control with Wireless and Workplane Based Sensors
Advances in the field of wireless sensor networks (WSN) and wireless sensor and actuator
networks (WSAN) have inspired several research initiatives that have suggested the application of
these technologies for lighting control (Wen and Agogino 2011).
Wen and Agogino (2008) conducted a study where wireless actuators were used to control the
illuminance levels in an office. The occupants of the office were allowed to define their preferred
levels of illuminance. The lighting control system was programmed to save energy by minimizing
illuminance levels in areas that were unoccupied. Compared to non-controlled lighting system,
energy savings of above 50% were reported through the use of lighting controls. Although this
study did not take daylighting into account, the authors opined that the incorporation of daylighting
could lead to further energy savings.
A later study by the same authors (2011) applied the concept of wireless control to open-plan
offices. This study also discussed the incorporation of daylight-harvesting to wireless-networked
systems. Their results indicated a potential for more than 60% energy savings through a combined
use of daylight harvesting, light-level tuning and occupancy control.
Lee and others (2011) proposed techniques for measuring workplane illuminance and ambient
light without causing distraction to occupants of a space. They developed a photoelectronic receiver
capable of measuring and transmitting illuminance signals and also introduced a new mathematical
method for communicating the measured illuminance levels with a lighting control system.

2.5 Multi-Zone Control
There have been few attempts until now to incorporate multi-zone control into daylight-responsive
dimming systems, as evidenced by the limited availability of scientific literature, or commercial
dimming systems that perform daylight-responsive multi-zone control. A 9-month monitored
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study, conducted in 2003 on a building mock-up, was one instance where the performance of multizone systems was studied in a controlled environment. It was found that in a room lit by a glazingbased sidelighting system, lighting zones closer to the glazing could be dimmed to a much lower
level than the dimmed zone in other parts of the room, providing additional energy savings
compared to a system where all the zones were dimmed to the same level (Lee and Selkowitz
2006).
A multi-zone daylight harvesting method patented by Leviton Manufacturing Co. (Hick and Leinen
2009) describes a multi-zone closed-loop daylight control system where individual zones are
controlled according to a predetermined rate of change within each zone. The rate of change for the
dimming level within each zone in that system, which is controlled with a single photosensor,
depends on the proximity of the zone to the window glazing. Similar control methods have been
suggested in the technical literature of two other manufacturers of daylighting control systems
(Lutron Electronics Inc. 2013; WattStopper 2012).

2.6 Critique and Direction for Further Research
The literature reviewed in Sections 2.4 and 2.5 alludes to the possibility of adopting wireless
systems and multi-zone control systems to real-world commercial daylight-responsive dimming
systems in the future. However, there are some critical issues that need to be addressed before
wireless and/or multi-zone control can be applied effectively to real-world lighting control systems.
A fundamental flaw in the control philosophy based on a ratio driven approach for setting dimming
levels in multi-zone systems, as recommended by lighting controls manufacturers, is that it is based
on the overly simplistic assumption that the workplane illuminance at different regions in a daylit
space will maintain the same or similar illuminance ratios with respect to each other throughout
the year. In practice, however, these relative illuminance ratios are bound to change depending on
the instantaneous position of sun, weather conditions, and operation of shades.
While current suggestions for multi-zone control are based on oversimplified assumptions, studies
on wireless sensor networks, in contrast, call for the development of sophisticated and
customizable algorithms that are capable of optimizing energy savings while maintaining useful
workplane illuminance in a space. The level of complexity involved in such systems restricts their
scope to highly specialized lighting installations where a potential client might be willing to invest a
substantial effort in commissioning and monitoring of such a system.
This research suggests an original approach to multi-zone daylight responsive dimming systems.
The following chapter proposes a simple, theory-driven, simulation-supported approach for
devising a control strategy for daylight-responsive multi-zone dimming systems. A subsequent
chapter addresses the application of this new approach to a lighting control system that utilizes
workplane based wireless sensors.
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3

MULTI-ZONE CONTROL SYSTEMS: OPTIMIZATION

An optimum lighting control system, as defined in this research, is the one which maintains a userdefined workplane illuminance in a space at the minimum possible expense of energy.
One of the preliminary considerations in this research was the comparison of the energy saving
potential of an optimum multi-zone system with respect to an optimum conventional single-zone
system. An elaborate investigation into multi-zone systems was contingent on the superior
performance of an optimum multi-zone system over an optimum single-zone system.
It follows that, based on their composition, single-zone and multi-zone systems require markedly
different strategies to be evaluated optimally. However, a performance comparison between the
two systems can only be made if they are subjected to the same space and daylighting conditions.
The following section presents a description of the room and electric lighting system that was
considered for simulations in this research. It also details the variables considered for annual
daylighting simulations along with the parameters considered for the operation of shades.

3.1 Experimental Setup
The software model of the room considered for daylight simulations, shown in Figure 3, was
created using AutoCAD 2014. The geographical location considered for the simulations was State
College, PA (40.8 N, 77.9 W). Daylighting conditions for this location were simulated by an EPW
climate data file in Daysim. The optical properties of different elements of the room are listed in
Table 1.
The 5 foot high glazing, as shown in Figure 3, was shaded using a two-stage shading strategy. The
shades, which were controlled on the basis of solar profile angle as well as illuminance level, were
actuated by a photosensor located midway through the breadth of the room, at workplane height,
six feet away from the glazing (x,y,z = 15’, 6’, 2.5’ respectively). Shades were lowered to cover half
the window when the solar profile angle dropped below 59 at photosensor illuminance levels
above 4000 lux and then lowered to completely cover the window at profile angles below 40 at
illuminance levels above 4000 lux. The shading strategy was so designed to mitigate excessive
illuminance from the direct impact of sunlight while simultaneously allowing the retention of useful
daylight illuminance.
The designed luminaire layout, comprised of 16 luminaires, as shown in Figure 3, provided an
average maintained illuminance of 330 lux. The control algorithms were programmed to maintain a
target illuminance level of 300 lux in accordance with typical office lighting illuminance
requirements. The luminaire selected for the lighting system was a 2RT5-14T5, a 2’x2’ troffer from
Lithonia Lighting (Acuity Brands Lighting 2013).
The dimming ballasts for the luminaires, which were based on the Philips “Mark7 0-10” dimming
ballasts (Philips Lighting Electronics 2012), had minimum and maximum dimming levels of 3% and
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Figure 3: Details of the modeled room. All dimensions are in feet.

Table 1: Optical properties of different parts of the room

Feature
Ceiling
Walls
Glazing
Floor
Ground
Shades

Optical Property
Reflectance
Reflectance
Transmittance
Reflectance
Reflectance
Reflectance
Transmittance
Openness Factor

Value
90%
60%
65%
30%
18%
50%
6%
4%

100% respectively. Power consumed by the ballast ranged from a minimum of 9W to the rated
value of 34W. The row (zone) farthest from the glazing was designated as a non-dimmed (alwayson) zone and consumed a constant power of 136W. Each of the other three rows was controlled
individually by the multi-zone system. The dimmed zone for the single-zone dimming system
included the three rows closest to the window, comprised of 12 luminaires, as shown in Figure 3.
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Illuminance values were measured on a grid consisting of 100 equally spaced grid points, located
2.5 feet above the floor. Figure 4 shows the measurement grid superimposed on the room shown in
Figure 3.

Figure 4: Grid for measuring workplane illuminance

The following section elaborates the illuminance and electric power calculations considered for
optimum single-zone and multi-zone systems.
3.2 Theory
3.2.1 Single-Zone Dimming Systems: Illuminance and Power Equations
Conventional, single-zone daylight-responsive control algorithms generally utilize a “critical point”
approach as a basis for photosensor calibration and control. A critical point on the workplane is the
point which requires the highest setting of the dimmed lighting zone (DiLaura and others 2011;
Mistrick and Sarkar 2005).
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Illuminance at a given point on the workplane of a room with daylighting and a single-zone
dimming system (ESingle) can be described by equation (1)
ESingle = EDaylight + ENon-Dim + EDim * DS

(1)

where ESingle is the total illuminance at the critical point, EDaylight is the illuminance contribution from
daylight, ENon-Dim is the illuminance contribution from the non-dimmed zone, EDim is the illuminance
contribution from the dimmed zone at full output, and DS is the dimming level of the dimmed zone.
Assuming there is negligible lumen depreciation or lamp burn out from the time of calibration, E NonDim and EDim can be assumed to be constant for the room, while D S varies inversely to EDaylight, as
determined by the control system. Power (PSingle) consumed by the entire electrical lighting system
can be described by equation (2) as
PSingle = PNon-Dim + PDim

(2)

where PNon-Dim is the power consumed by the non-dimmed zone, PDim is the power consumed by the
dimmed zone. PDim can be further explained in detail, as shown in equation (3)
PDim = LDim * (BPMin + ((DS-DMin)/(DMax-DMin)) * (BPMax - BPMin))

(3)

where LDim is the number of luminaires in the dimmed zone. Minimum and rated power levels
consumed by the ballast are BPMin and BPMax respectively. Equation (3) indicates that the dimmed
zone, if switched ON, would consume a base power of LDim * BPMin. This power is referred to as the
standby power.
3.2.2 Single-Zone Dimming Systems: Optimum Condition
Ideally, the critical point is maintained at target illuminance by the dimming system while other
locations on the workplane have illuminance greater than or equal to the target illuminance. In
practice, however, the critical point location is not fixed within a space and varies with daylighting
and shading conditions over the course of a day and throughout the year.
If one were to consider a theoretical condition where the real-time position of the critical point is
considered (i.e it is allowed to move across the workplane) in computing dimming levels, then such
a scenario represents optimum energy consumption by a single-zone system in maintaining the
required work plane illuminance.

3.2.3 Multi-Zone Dimming Systems: Illuminance and Power Equations
Illuminance calculations for a multi-zone dimming system with daylighting are similar to a singlezone system. The illuminance at any given point is a function of the illuminance contributed by
daylight, the non-dimmed zone, and the dimmed zones. Equation (1) can be adapted to describe the
illuminance at any point in a multi-zone scenario with N zones as shown in equation (4).
EMulti = EDaylight + ENon-Dim + EDim1 * DM1 + EDim2 * DM2 + EDim3 * DM3

……….+

EDimN * DMN

(4)
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where EDim1, EDim2 EDim3…. EDimN are illuminance contributions from the dimmed zones at that point
and DM1, DM2, DM3 and DMN are dimming levels for Zones 1, 2, 3 and Nth zone respectively.
Similarly, equations (2) and (3) can be adapted to a multi-zone scenario. Power (PMulti) consumed
by a multi-zone electrical lighting system can be described by equation (5) as
PMulti = PNon-Dim + PDim1 + PDim2 + PDim3 …………………..+ PDimN

(5)

Power consumption by individual zones (PDim1, PDim2, PDim3 ...PDimN) can be expanded further as
shown in equations (6),(7), (8) and (9)
PDim1 = LDim1 * (BPMin+((DM1-DMin)/(DMax-DMin)*(BPMax - BPMin))

(6)

PDim1 = LDim2 * (BPMin+((DM2-DMin)/(DMax-DMin)*(BPMax - BPMin))

(7)

PDim3 = LDim3 * (BPMin+((DM3-DMin)/(DMax-DMin)*(BPMax - BPMin))

(8)

------equations for N zones-----------PDimN = LDimN * (BPMin+((DMN-DMin)/(DMax-DMin)*(BPMax - BPMin))

(9)

where LDim1, LDim2, LDim3 and LDimN are the number of luminaires in Zones 1, 2, 3 and N respectively.
3.2.3 Multi-Zone Dimming Systems: Optimum Condition
Considering equation (4), for a given value of EDaylight, the illuminance at any point can be changed
by varying DM1, DM2,DM3 … DMN, either individually or in combination. An optimized condition will be
the one where the lighting system consumes the least amount of power while maintaining the
required illuminance. It can be observed from equations (6), (7), (8) and (9) that power consumed
by a zone varies directly with its dimming level. Considering equations (4), (5), (6), (7), (8) and (9)
it appears that for optimal power consumption, the dimming level of each zone should vary in
proportion to the illuminance contribution by that zone at the given point.
Commercially available ballasts tend to have minimum dimming levels that range anywhere from
1% to 20% and have associated standby-loads that can often be over 25% of the rated power of the
ballast (Doulos and others 2008; Philips Lighting Electronics 2012). Therefore, in instances where
the minimum power consumption of an electronic ballast represents a significant proportion of its
rated load, instead of dimming each of three controlled lighting zones to maintain target
illuminance across a space, it might be more economical to turn off one or more zones while
increasing the output of another zone to prevent the lighting system from consuming excessive
power due to standby loads.
3.3 Performance Comparison: Single-Zone and Multi-Zone Optimized Systems
Annual performance calculations for single-zone and multi-zone systems were performed based on
the mathematical relations described in Section 3.2. Software subroutines were written in the
Excel-VBA software for calculations as well as analysis of results.
Energy and illuminance calculations for the room described in Section 3.1 considered a daily
occupancy between 0800hrs to 1800hrs, totaling to 4015 hours annually. Based on the total electric
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lighting load of 544W, the annual energy consumption without lighting controls was 2184 kWh. As
the optimum performance of single-zone and multi-zone systems entail, by definition, the
maintenance of user-defined workplane target illuminance throughout the occupancy hours, the
two systems were compared primarily on the basis of energy savings.

Figure 5: Energy consumption by optimized dimming systems for North-oriented glazing.

Figure 5 provides the annual electric energy consumption for North-oriented glazing. The term
“(Total)” in the figure refers to calculations that considered total annual occupancy hours.
(“Dimmed Hours”) refers to calculations that considered only those hours during which the
dimmed zones were contributing to the illuminance in the room. Considering the annual energy
consumption of 2184 kWh, these figures indicate that the multi-zone optimized control algorithm
saved 14% more energy than the single-zone optimized algorithm. Considering the data for
“dimmed hours”, which is indicative of energy consumption during hours with low daylight
illuminance, the multi-zone system consumed 20% less energy than the single-zone system.
The savings accrued by the Multi-zone system can be attributed to the limited use of zones closer to
glazing. Figure 6 shows that while the dimming occurs for 1791 hours in both single and multi-zone
systems, only one out of the three zones in the multi-zone system is active for that entire duration.
Zone 3, the zone that is active for 1791 hours, is the zone farthest from the glazing (as shown in
Figure 3). Compared to Zone3, Zone 2 and Zone 1 are only active for 47% and 16% of the total 1791
hours.
It follows that power consumed by an optimized dimming system will be inversely related to the
amount of useful daylight in the room. An additional distinct trend in multi-zone operation is
observed when the dimming levels of individual zones are plotted against power consumption, as
shown in Figure 7. The plots in Figure 7 indicate that the dimmed zones in the multi-zone system
follow an almost sequential order of control where Zone 1, the zone closest to the glazing is
dimmed first followed by Zones 2 and Zone 3.
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Figure 6: The annual count of hours for which illuminance from a particular dimmed zone is utilized
in Single-zone and Multi-Zone system

Figure 7: Variation of zonal dimming values with power consumption. The horizontal dashed line (at y
= 0.03) indicates the minimum dimming level attainable. (MZ) and (SZ) refer to multi-zone and singlezone systems respectively.

The sequential nature of dimming for the three control zones, as observed in Figure 7, is
noteworthy as it implies that a programmed multi-zone control algorithm, which causes dimmed
zones to dim in a sequential manner, could deliver energy savings that are close to those obtained
through a fully optimized multi-zone dimming system.
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3.4 Multi-Zone Sequentially Optimized Algorithm
Based on the sequential dimming trends observed for the multi-zone optimized algorithm, an
additional multi-zone algorithm, referred to as the “sequentially optimized” algorithm from here on,
was developed by the author. This algorithm was partially optimized, in the sense that it was
programmed to maintain target illuminance on all grid points across the room. Unlike the multizone algorithm discussed in the previous section, which sought dimming levels corresponding to
lowest power consumption, the sequentially optimized algorithm was programmed to follow a
sequential order for calculating dimming levels. The order in which zones were to be dimmed was
related to their proximity to the glazing, with the zone closest to the glazing being dimmed first.
So, for the room described in section 3.1, the sequentially optimized algorithm operated the multizone system by dimming Zone 1 first, followed by Zones 2 and 3. Only one zone was dimmed at any
instant and each zone was dimmed till it approached its minimum dimming level, at which juncture
it was switched off. A reverse order was followed in case the output of the dimming system was to
be increased. The output of Zone 3 was increased first, followed by Zone 2 and Zone 1.
The sequentially optimized algorithm can be explained by a simple pseudo-algorithm as shown
below.
Start Subroutine
/*Comment: The logic contained within the first “while” loop will be applicable if the workplane
illuminance at all grid-points is greater than target illuminance.*/
While (Illuminance at all grid points > Target Illuminance) Do
If Zone1 > Minimum Dimming Level
Decrement Zone1
Else If Zone2 > Minimum Dimming Level
Decrement Zone2
Else If Zone3> Minimum Dimming Level
Decrement Zone3
End If
End If
End if
Loop
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/*Comment: The logic contained within the second “while” loop will be applicable if the workplane
illuminance at all grid-points is less than target illuminance.*/

While (Illuminance at all grid points < Target Illuminance) Do
If Zone3 < Maximum Dimming Level
Increment Zone3
Else If Zone2 < Maximum Dimming Level
Increment Zone2
Else If Zone1< Maximum Dimming Level
Increment Zone1
End If
End If
End if
Loop
End Subroutine

Figure 8 shows a plot of the dimming levels and power consumption obtained through the multizone sequentially optimized algorithm. Figure 9 and Figure 10 provide the energy performance
data and count of operational hours respectively for the multi-zone sequential algorithm. These
figures indicate that the performance of a multi-zone sequential algorithm is indeed similar to that
of a fully optimized multi-zone sequential algorithm. As shown in Figure 9, the sequential multizone algorithm consumes just 1.2% more energy annually in this space than the fully optimized
multi-zone algorithm. The count of hours, provided in Figure 10, indicates that except for a
difference of 12 hours in the case of Zone 1, the dimmed zones are active for the same number of
hours with fully optimized and sequentially optimized algorithms.
3.5 Discussion
The analysis in this chapter has focused on a North-oriented glazing. Considering the total annual
lighting load of 2184 kWh, the multi-zone fully optimized control algorithm saved 14% more
energy than the conventional single zone algorithm. The sequentially controlled multi-zone
algorithm demonstrated savings similar to the fully optimized algorithm multi-zone algorithm with
the sequential algorithm just consuming 1.2% more energy annually.
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Figure 8: Variation of zonal dimming values with power consumption through a multi-zone
sequentially controlled algorithm. The horizontal dashed line (at y = 0.03) indicates the minimum
dimming level attainable. (MZ) and (SZ) refer to multi-zone and single-zone systems respectively.

Figure 9: A comparison of energy consumed by different algorithms for North-oriented glazing.
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Figure 10: The annual count of hours for which illuminance from a particular dimmed zone is utilized
in single-zone and multi-zone sequentially optimized algorithms. The red bar indicates the difference
in hours between a fully optimized and sequentially optimized algorithm.

The performance data compiled for south and west orientations, provided in Appendix A, indicates
that the performance of a multi-zone algorithm in those cases too is superior to that of a
conventional single-zone algorithm. Annually, the fully optimized multi-zone algorithm saved 14%
more energy in the case of south orientation. For the west orientation, it saved 11% more energy
annually.
The data also conveys that the performance of sequentially optimized multi-zone algorithm is
similar to that of a fully optimized multi-zone algorithm. The sequentially optimized algorithm
consumed only 1.2 % and 1 % excess energy than the fully optimized algorithm for south and west
orientations respectively.
While a purely optimized multi-zone algorithm is only applicable in the realm of software
simulations, a multi-zone sequential algorithm, owing to its relative simplicity, can be implemented
in a real-world lighting installation and be expected to generate energy savings that are superior to
those obtained from single-zone dimming systems.
Although an on-field performance validation of the multi-zone sequential algorithm is within the
purview of the author’s research, a discussion on the topic is beyond the scope of this thesis. The
following chapter compares the performance of single-zone and multi-zone sequential control
algorithm by evaluating a series of workplane-sensor controlled simulations where these control
algorithms were applied. The performance trends observed through these simulations are expected
to guide the selection of the quantity of photosensors required for multi-zone sequential control
and also provide an assessment of energy savings achieved with control algorithms that are not
optimized.
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4

MULTI-ZONE CONTROL WITH WORKPLANE BASED SENSORS

4.1 Workplane-Actuated Lighting Controls: A Perspective
The location of a photosensor in a modern photosensor-controlled daylight-responsive dimming
system is almost unequivocally assumed to be on the ceiling. Contemporary lighting guidelines or
technical literature from lighting controls manufacturers rarely broach the possibility of controlling
daylight-responsive lighting controls through workplane-based photosensors (Boyce and Raynham
2009; DiLaura and others 2011; Leviton Manufacturing Co. 2007; Lutron Electronics Co. 2005;
WattStopper 2013).
Although ceiling mounted photosensors are the norm, the pitfalls of approximating workplane
illuminance through ceiling mounted photosensors have long been acknowledged by daylighting
researchers. Crisp (1977) admitted that positioning a photosensor on the ceiling or even a wall is a
compromise over positioning it on the workplane. A similar opinion was expressed by Rubinstein
(1984) while examining the role of control algorithm, photosensor geometry and photosensor
positioning on the performance of a lighting control system. Rubinstein also highlighted the
obstacles involved in the implementation of a workplane based photosensor. He reasoned that,
owing to the unwieldy nature of installation involved, and a potential for accidental obstruction of
incident light, a photosensor could only be mounted on the ceiling or a wall. As reviewed in Chapter
2, several studies have focused on working within the constraints imposed by ceiling or wall
mounted photosensors and suggested mounting positions and calibration settings that will
minimize operational errors (Kim and Mistrick 2001; Kim and others 2009; Kim and Song 2007;
Mistrick and others 2000; Mistrick and Thongtipaya 1997; O'Connor and others 1997).
Recent developments in the field of wireless technology and daylight sensing make it possible to
conceptualize daylight-responsive dimming systems that are controlled through workplane-based
photosensors. Commercial wireless photosensors available through at least one lighting controls
manufacturer are compact enough that they can be unobtrusively located on the workplane, or its
vicinity, for controlling a daylight-responsive dimming system (Lutron Electronics Inc. 2013).
This chapter presents a possible way in which the control of daylight-responsive dimming systems
can be implemented using workplane based sensors. Two control algorithms, based on open-loop
single-zone and multi-zone control, which were discussed in detail in the previous chapter, are
evaluated in the following section.

4.2 Workplane-Based Control of Daylight Responsive Dimming Systems
The prospect of controlling a daylight-responsive dimming system through workplane-based
sensors presents its own distinctive advantages and challenges. Among the obvious advantages are
the need for minimal or no calibration of photosensors and the possibility for greater accuracy in
control. The challenges involve positioning one or more photosensors in such a way that the
lighting control system always adapts its output to meet the target illuminance defined by the user.
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A downward-oriented ceiling mounted photosensor, depending on its mounting location and
distribution can view a much larger portion of the workplane than an upwards-oriented
photosensor placed on the workplane. While a greater view does not guarantee accuracy in
operation, it does minimize the number of photosensors that are required to control the dimming
system. For a dimming system controlled through workplane-based sensors, a single photosensor is
unlikely to give satisfactory performance. For example, in the case of a South or north-oriented
glazing, as the sun traverses from east to west during the span of a day, the position of the grid
point with the lowest illuminance in a room will shift, thus necessitating more than one sensor for
measuring workplane illuminance.
The following sub-sections compare the performance of a single-zone open-loop control algorithm
and a multi-zone sequential open-loop control algorithm by considering different quantities of
photosensors. The sensors were assumed to communicate with the lighting control system through
wireless technology and be cosine-corrected. The simulations for these systems were performed
by considering the same room and daylighting conditions described in Section 3.1 and Section 3.3.
Two software subroutines, one each for the single-zone and multi-zone sequentially controlled
systems, were written in Excel-VBA software for calculating the dimming levels and performance
data associated with the lighting control systems actuated through these workplane-based sensors.
The pseudo-algorithm for sequentially optimized control described in Section 3.4 can be modified
to describe the concept behind a multi-zone system actuated by workplane based photosensors.
The modified pseudo-algorithm is provided below.

Start Subroutine
Let n be the quantity of workplane-based sensors.
/* Comment: The control algorithm will loop through all the sensors, each addressed by an
ID, in an order defined by the user (the performance of the algorithm is not dependent on
this order) */
Label : Check Illuminance
(Loop through all Sensors from 1 to n and store the illuminance measured by each sensor in
memory)

If (Illuminance Measured by each sensor is greater than or equal to Target AND
Zone3 Dim Level = Zone2 Dim Level = Zone1 Dim Level= Minimum Dimming Level) Then
Exit Subroutine
Else
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/*Comment: Loop for decreasing dimming level*/
While (Illuminance measured by Sensor 1 or Sensor 2 or …….Sensor n > Target Illuminance)
Do
If Zone 1> Minimum Dimming Level
Decrement Zone 1, Goto Label: Check Illuminance
Else If Zone2 > Minimum Dimming Level
Decrement Zone2, Goto Label: Check Illuminance
Else If Zone 3> Minimum Dimming Level
Decrement Zone 3, Goto Label: Check Illuminance
End If
End If
End if
End While Loop
/*Comment: Loop for increasing dimming level*/
While (Illuminance measured by Sensor 1 or Sensor 2 or …….Sensor n < Target Illuminance)
Do
If Zone3 < Maximum Dimming Level
Increment Zone3, Goto Label: Check Illuminance
Else If Zone2 < Maximum Dimming Level
Increment Zone2, Goto Label: Check Illuminance
Else If Zone1> Maximum Dimming Level
Increment Zone1, Goto Label: Check Illuminance
End If
End If
End if
End While Loop
End If
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End Subroutine

4.2.1 Workplane-Based Control Using Two Photosensors
Figure 11 shows the sensor-arrangement for controlling the daylight-responsive dimming system
using two photosensors located on the workplane. The locations of the two photosensors were
selected on the basis of the most common location of the critical point for a single-zone system. A
study by Casey and Mistrick (2012) showed that the annual occurrence of the critical point for
rooms with sidelighting can be isolated to a few locations, usually located away from the glazing. A
similar annual analysis of critical points was performed in this research to locate the grid-points
with the highest occurrence of the critical point.
Figure 12 compares the performance of the single-zone and multi-zone algorithm on the basis of
annual energy consumption. The plot indicates that even with just two sensors, the energy savings
obtained with a single-zone algorithm are close to optimized. However, in the case of the multi-zone
algorithm, the difference in energy consumption between an optimized and workplane-sensor
driven algorithm is close to 13%. As indicated by the spatial illuminance maintenance bar chart in
Figure 13, lower energy consumption in the case of workplane-sensor controlled algorithms comes
at the cost of poor illuminance maintenance in the room. The inferior illuminance maintenance by
the multi-zone control algorithm can be attributed to the limited illuminance contribution from all
the dimmed zones. Figures 14 and 15, which show the annual count of hours and dimming levels
respectively, highlight the difference between actual and optimized performance of the multi-zone
control algorithm. The lower count of hours in Figure 14 and significantly lower number of data
points corresponding to dimming levels in Figure 15 indicate that, in the case of the multi-zone
algorithm, the dimmed zones aren’t contributing to the illuminance in the room as often as they
should. The limited utilization of all the dimmed zones in the case of multi-zone control is primarily
due to the reliance on just two sensors that are situated deep in the room, away from the glazing.
While the location and quantity of the sensors described in this sub-section are conducive to singlezone control, as the critical point in the case of single-zone control is generally located deep inside
the room and can be isolated to a limited number of grid points annually, the number of workplane
based sensors should be increased to obtain better performance from the multi-zone control
algorithm.
The following sub-sections explore different workplane sensor arrangements, based on quantity
and placement, to identify an arrangement which will lead to improved performance with the
multi-zone control algorithm.
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Figure 11: Top-view of the room with North-oriented glazing considered for the simulations. The dots
depict the grid-points considered for illuminance measurements. The encircled dots indicate the
location of the wireless workplane based photosensors used to control the dimming system.

Figure 12: A comparison of energy consumed by the single-zone and multi-zone algorithms for Northoriented glazing. The term “Workplane Sensors” in the legend refers to the energy consumed with a
two workplane sensor controlled sequential algorithm. The term “Sequentially Optimized –
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Workplane Sensor” refers to the difference in annual energy consumption between the optimized
sequential algorithm and workplane-sensor controlled sequential algorithm.

Figure 13: The above plot compares the illuminance maintenance with workplane-sensor based
single-zone and multi-zone control algorithms. The percentage values on the x-axis refer to the
quantity of grid points that were at or below target illuminance. Bar heights indicate the number of
hours for which a certain percentage of the room was at or below target illuminance. The colors
describe the lowest illuminance recorded.
For example, the bar on the extreme right provides an indication of the number of hours for which
less than 70% of the grid points were at or below target illuminance when the room was controlled
with the multi-zone algorithm. The colors within the bar indicate that for a majority of those hours,
the lowest illuminance recorded in the room was below 70% of the target illuminance.

Figure 14: The annual count of hours for which illuminance from a particular dimmed zone is utilized
in single-zone and multi-zone sequentially optimized algorithms. The term “Workplane Sensors” in
the legend refers to the quantity of hours with a two workplane-sensor controlled sequential
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algorithm. The term “Sequentially Optimized – Workplane Sensor” refers to the difference in hours
between the optimized sequential algorithm and the two workplane-sensor controlled sequential
algorithm.

Figure 15: Variation of zonal dimming values with power consumption through a three workplanesensor driven multi-zone sequentially controlled algorithm. The horizontal dashed line (at y = 0.03)
indicates the minimum dimming level attainable. (MZ) and (SZ) refer to multi-zone and single-zone.

4.2.2 Workplane-Based Control Using Three Photosensors
Unless they are located on a straight line perpendicular to the glazing, across the middle of the
room, any arrangement with an odd number of sensors will be implicitly asymmetric. An
asymmetric arrangement will lead to one side of the room being monitored more accurately than
the other. A arrangement with sensors positioned in the middle of the room, on the other hand, will
result in the portions of the room close to walls being poorly illuminated. Figure 15 shows an
arrangement of three workplane based photosensors that was used to compare the annual
performance of single-zone and multi-zone control algorithm.
Figure 17 and Figure 18 describe, respectively, the annual energy performance and illuminance
maintenance achieved with the single and multi-zone control algorithms. As indicated by the
figures, the energy savings and maintained illuminance achieved through the use of two sensors is
far from optimized. When compared to Figure 13, which illustrates the performance based on two
workplane sensors, Figure 18 indicates that illuminance maintenance for the single-zone algorithm
actually deteriorated with the use of three sensors.
Performance data for two additional three-sensor arrangements for the North-oriented glazing is
provided in Appendix B. The arrangement described in Figure 47 and analyzed in Figures 48-51
corresponds to sensors that are in proximity to the East Wall. The arrangement described in Figure
52 and analyzed in Figures 53-56 corresponds to sensors that are in proximity to the West Wall. In
each case, there are over 100 hours during which the room is occupied that are subject to
illuminance levels less than 90% of the target illuminance.
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Figure 16: Top-view of the room with North-oriented glazing considered for the simulations. The dots
depict the grid-points considered for illuminance measurements. The encircled dots indicate the
location of the wireless workplane based photosensors used to control the dimming system. The
figure shows three sensors that are used to control both single and multi-zone control system.

Figure 17: A comparison of energy consumed by single-zone and multi-zone algorithm for Northoriented glazing with three workplane based sensors.
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Figure 18: Annual illuminance maintenance with three workplane based sensors.

4.2.3 Workplane-Based Control Using Four Photosensors
This sub-section evaluates two photosensor arrangements that utilize four workplane based
sensors. In the first arrangement, shown in Figure 19, two photosensors are located on either side
of the room and are positioned on workplane grid points that are six feet apart. The positions of the
photosensors farthest from the glazing are the same as they were for a two photosensor
arrangement described in 4.2.1.
The plot of annual energy consumption, shown in Figure 20, indicates that the performance of both
single-zone and multi-zone dimming system are closer to optimized with four sensors than with the
previously discussed two and three sensor arrangements. The annual illuminance maintenance
plots in Figure 21 also point to an improvement over the illuminance maintenance obtained with
two photosensors. When compared to the performance observed with two workplane sensors, the
improvement in performance with two additional sensors is also reflected in the plots of dimming
levels and count of hours for which dimming occurs, as shown in Figure 22 and Figure 23
respectively. Compared to Figure 15, more data points corresponding to dimming levels are
observed in Figure 22, indicating a greater involvement of multiple zones for the multi-zone system
with control based on four workplane based photosensors. This trend is also reflected in the
increased count of hours observed in Figure 23 when compared to the count of hours shown in
Figure 14 for the two photosensor system.
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Figure 19: Top-view of the room with North-oriented glazing considered for the simulations. The
figure shows four sensors that are used to control the single-zone and multi-zone control systems.

Figure 24 shows an alternate way of arranging four workplane sensors for controlling the dimming
system. The spacing between sensors has been modified such that two sensors are closer to the
glazing than they were in the arrangement shown in Figure 19. The annual energy consumption
plot for this sensor arrangement, as shown in Figure 25, indicates a performance similar to that of
the four photosensor arrangement evaluated previously. However, marked variations can be
observed from the previous sensor arrangement in the count of hours, illuminance maintenance,
and plot of dimming levels, as shown in Figure 26, Figure 27, and Figure 28 respectively.
The plot of annual energy consumption, shown in Figure 20, indicates that the performance of both
the single-zone and multi-zone dimming systems are closer to optimized with four sensors than
with the previously discussed two and three sensor arrangements. The annual illuminance
maintenance plots in Figure 21 also point to an improvement over the illuminance maintenance
obtained with two photosensors. When compared to the performance observed with two
workplane sensors, the improvement in performance with two additional sensors is also reflected
in the plots of dimming levels and count of hours for which dimming occurs, as shown in Figure 22
and Figure 23 respectively. Compared to Figure 15, more data points corresponding to dimming
levels are observed in Figure 22, indicating a greater involvement of multiple zones for the multizone system for control with four workplane based photosensors. This trend is also reflected in the
increased count of hours observed in Figure 23 when compared to the count of hours shown in
Figure 14 for the two photosensor system.
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Figure 20: A comparison of energy consumed by single-zone and multi-zone algorithm for Northoriented glazing with four workplane based sensors.

Figure 21: Annual illuminance maintenance with four workplane based sensors.
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Figure 22: Variation of zonal dimming values with power consumption through a two workplanesensor driven multi-zone sequentially controlled algorithm. The horizontal dashed line (at y = 0.03)
indicates the minimum dimming level attainable. (MZ) and (SZ) refer to multi-zone and single-zone.

Figure 23: The annual count of hours for which illuminance from a particular dimmed zone is utilized
in single-zone and multi-zone sequentially optimized algorithms.
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Figure 24: Top-view of the room with North-oriented glazing considered for the simulations. The
figure shows four sensors that are used to control both single and multi-zone control system.
Compared to the sensor arrangement shown in Figure 19, the spacing between sensors has been
increased such that two sensors are closer to the glazing.

Figure 25: A comparison of energy consumed by single-zone and multi-zone algorithm for Northoriented glazing with four workplane based sensors as per the arrangement shown in Figure 24.
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Figure 26: The annual count of hours for which illuminance from a particular dimmed zone is utilized
in single-zone and multi-zone sequentially optimized algorithms. The data plotted in this figure
corresponds to the workplane sensor arrangement shown in Figure 24.

Figure 27: Annual illuminance maintenance with four workplane based sensors as per the
arrangement shown in Figure 24.
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Figure 28: Variation of zonal dimming values with power consumption through a two workplanesensor driven multi-zone sequentially controlled algorithm. The horizontal dashed line (at y = 0.03)
indicates the minimum dimming level attainable. (MZ) and (SZ) refer to multi-zone and single-zone.
The data plotted in this figure corresponds to the workplane sensor arrangement shown in Figure 24.

A workplane sensor arrangement that is spread over a larger portion of the room seems to improve
the performance of the dimming system. However, this improvement probably comes at the cost of
over-illuminance by the zone closer to the glazing as the new arrangement precludes any
illuminance sensing in the middle portion of the room. The following subsection, which evaluates a
workplane based arrangement based on six photosensors, corroborates this assumption.
4.2.4 Workplane-Based Control using Six Photosensors
Figure 29 shows a photosensor arrangement with six workplane based photosensors. Compared to
the arrangement shown in Figure 24, two additional sensors are placed to measure illuminance in
the middle portion of the room. The arrangement shown in Figure 29 also provides a greater
coverage of the room than that shown in Figure 19. The plots of annual energy consumption, count
of hours, and illuminance maintenance provided in Figure 30, Figure 31 and Figure 32 respectively,
point to an improvement in the performance of the both single-zone and multi-zone systems with a
control based on six photosensors. Figure 33 provides the plot of dimming levels against power
consumption. While the plot resembles the plot of an optimized system shown in Figure 8 of
Chapter 3, a more definitive perspective about the near-optimum performance of a six-sensor
dimming system can be obtained from the other performance plots. Figure 30 indicates that energy
consumed by a dimming system controlled by six photosensors, irrespective of it being single or
multi-zone, is extremely close to optimized. A similar observation can be made from Figure 31
about the count of hours for which each zone in a multi-zone system is active.
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Figure 29: Top-view of the room with North-oriented glazing considered for the simulations. The
figure shows six photosensors that are used to control both single and multi-zone control system.

Figure 30: A comparison of energy consumed by single-zone and multi-zone algorithm for Northoriented glazing with six workplane based sensors.
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Figure 31: The annual count of hours for which illuminance from a particular dimmed zone is utilized
in single-zone and multi-zone sequentially optimized algorithms.

The illuminance maintenance data plotted in Figure 32 shows that the deficiency in illuminance
maintenance is annually restricted to less than 10% area of the room to illuminance levels that are
at or greater than 90% of the target illuminance of 300 lux. The illuminance maintenance achieved
with the six workplane sensor arrangement can be recommended for a real world application since
the occurrence of a 10% deficit from target illuminance is negligible enough to warrant complaints
from the occupants of a space.

4.3 Discussion
Two inferences can be made on the basis of the analyses presented in the previous section. Superior
energy savings observed with the multi-zone sequential algorithm, when compared to a single-zone
algorithm, are consistent with the superior savings observed for the optimized multi-zone and
single-zone algorithms in Chapter 3. As shown in Figure 30, the multi-zone algorithm saves 13%
more energy annually than the single-zone algorithm.
Secondly, the illuminance maintenance obtained through both single and multi-zone algorithms
improves with an increase in the quantity of workplane sensors. While lower annual energy
consumption is observed with a fewer number of sensors, this is at the expense of illuminance
maintenance.
The quantity of sensors appears to be more detrimental to the performance of a multi-zone
sequential algorithm than it is to the performance a single-zone algorithm. When compared to the
single-zone algorithm, the multi-zone algorithm provides relatively poor illuminance maintenance
with two and three sensor arrangements, as observed in Figure 13 and Figure 18 respectively. It is
therefore crucial that a sequential multi-zone control system actuated through workplane based
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photosensors employs multiple photosensors that cover important task areas at the sides of the
controlled lighting zones which will enable illuminance sensing over a wider area of a room.

Figure 32: Annual illuminance maintenance with six workplane based sensors.

Figure 33: Variation of zonal dimming values with power consumption through a two workplanesensor driven multi-zone sequentially controlled algorithm. The horizontal dashed line (at y = 0.03)
indicates the minimum dimming level attainable. (MZ) and (SZ) refer to multi-zone and single-zone.
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The inferences made for a North-oriented glazing described in this chapter are also applicable to
glazings oriented in South and West direction. The performance data for those orientations,
provided in Appendix B, indicates that poor illuminance maintenance is observed for up to 25% of
the total occupancy hours with a two sensor arrangement. Increasing the quantity of sensors to six,
however, improves the illuminance maintenance to near optimum levels with the lowest
illuminance recorded throughout the year being greater than 90% of the target illuminance.
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5

CONCLUSIONS

5.1 Multi-Zone Control: Potential and Application to Real-World Installations
One of the principal aims of this research was to examine the potential of multi-zone control
systems as a more energy efficient alternative to conventional single-zone dimming systems. The
energy savings achieved through the fully optimized multi-zone control algorithm indicate that, at
least on a purely theoretical level, under optimized conditions, a multi-zone control system can save
more energy than a single-zone system. Annually, the multi-zone optimized algorithms developed
in this study, when compared to conventional open-loop single zone algorithms, were able to
reduce the energy consumed by the dimmed zone(s) by up to 19%.
The multi-zone sequentially optimized control algorithm was developed on the basis of the
sequential dimming trends obtained in the annual dimming plots for the fully optimized multi-zone
control algorithm. The savings obtained through the sequentially optimized algorithm, which were
approximately 1.2% less than those obtained from a purely optimized multi-zone algorithm,
suggest that a real-world multi-zone control system that employs a similar sequential methodology
for daylight-responsive dimming could save more energy than a conventional single-zone system.
When applied to a simulation based on workplane-actuated lighting control systems, the multi-zone
sequential algorithm was able to save approximately 14% more energy than the single-zone
algorithm. The results suggest that a multi-zone sequentially controlled dimming system is capable
of saving more energy than a conventional single-zone dimming system even in non-optimized,
quasi-real world conditions.
One of the main advantages of employing workplane-based sensors is that errors and
complications arising due to calibration and commissioning in the case of ceiling mounted
photosensors can be mitigated to a great extent. Poor performance of dimming systems controlled
by ceiling mounted photosensors is often attributed to the discrepancy in the illuminance sensed
by the photosensor with respect to the prevailing illuminance levels on the workplane. As the
location of workplane-based photosensors is on or in the vicinity of the workplane, such
photosensors can be made self-commissioning or be commissioned with minimal calibration
efforts. Superior performance from a multi-zone system, however, does require a greater quantity
of sensors to be positioned within the space being considered.
5.2 Limitations
This research relies on extensive use of daylighting simulations and software-based calculations. As
with any study of such nature, field tests are recommended to substantiate the claims made
through simulations.
The simulations described in this thesis consider a single space for all simulations. Different
orientations of this space were, however, taken into account for calculations involving optimized
algorithms as well as workplane based sensors. Similarly, the energy calculations are based on a
single luminaire type and dimming ballast. The quantum of annual energy savings are likely to be
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different for spaces that are of different size and geometry and lighting systems that incorporate
different luminaires and ballasts types.
The workplane-based photosensors were assumed to be cosine corrected. The simulations for
workplane-based sensors were performed in a space without any furniture. In a real-world
application with furniture, the light reflected and obstructed by the surface of furniture is likely to
influence the illuminance measured by a workplane based sensor. Workplane-based sensors
cannot be used in all spaces. They are more applicable to spaces like offices than they are to
classrooms. Any control system that applies these sensors would also need to sense when a
particular sensor is obstructed and ignore these readings.

5.3 Future Research
This thesis introduced a new approach to the control of multi-zone daylight-responsive dimming
systems. Future initiatives that expand this research can include the following:


Implementation of multi-zone sequential algorithms in real dimming systems.



Simulation-based studies that address multi-zone closed-loop systems that employ ceiling
mounted photosensors.



Consideration of more than three dimmed zones and bi-directional sidelighting.



Study of multi-zone sequential control in spaces with furniture.



Study of control algorithms that derive target illuminances on the basis of the
maintained nighttime illuminance levels.

The initiatives highlighted in bold font indicate the current scope of the author’s research.
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APPENDIX A
This appendix provides plots that detail the performance of optimized single-zone, multi-zone
optimized and multi-zone sequentially optimized algorithms for South and West orientations.

A.1 South Orientation

Figure 34: Variation of zonal dimming values with power consumption. The above plot corresponds to
a fully optimized multi-zone control algorithm.

Figure 35: Variation of zonal dimming values with power consumption. The above plot corresponds
to a sequentially optimized multi-zone control algorithm and conventional single-zone control
algorithm.
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Figure 36: The annual count of hours for which illuminance from a particular dimmed zone is utilized
in Single-zone and Multi-Zone system.

Figure 37: Energy consumption by optimized dimming systems.
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A.2 West Orientation

Figure 38: Variation of zonal dimming values with power consumption. The above plot corresponds to
a fully optimized multi-zone control algorithm.

Figure 39: Variation of zonal dimming values with power consumption. The above plot corresponds to
a sequentially optimized multi-zone control algorithm and conventional single-zone control
algorithm.
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Figure 40: The annual count of hours for which illuminance from a particular dimmed zone is utilized
in Single-zone and Multi-Zone system. The above plot corresponds to West-oriented glazing.

Figure 41: Energy consumption by optimized dimming systems.
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APPENDIX B
This appendix provides details about the photosensor arrangements and the corresponding annual
performance plots for workplane-actuated daylight responsive dimming systems discussed in
Chapter 4.

B.1 Workplane-Based Control using Three Photosensors for North-Oriented Glazing
B.1.1 Workplane-Based Control using Three Photosensors (Aligned in Proximity to
the West Wall)

Figure 42: Top-view of the room with North-oriented glazing considered for the simulations. The dots
depict the three grid-points considered for illuminance measurements. The encircled dots indicate
the location of the wireless workplane based photosensors used to control the dimming system.
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Figure 43: Variation of zonal dimming values with power consumption through a three workplanesensor driven multi-zone sequentially controlled algorithm. The above plot corresponds to Northoriented glazing.

Figure 44: A comparison of energy consumed by single-zone and multi-zone algorithm for Northoriented glazing.
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Figure 45: The annual count of hours for which illuminance from a particular dimmed zone is utilized
in Single-zone and Multi-Zone system. The above plot corresponds to North-oriented glazing.

Figure 46: Annual illuminance maintenance with three workplane based sensors. The above plot
corresponds to North-oriented glazing.
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B.1.2 Workplane-Based Control using Three Photosensors (Aligned in Proximity to
the East Wall)

Figure 47: Top-view of the room with North-oriented glazing considered for the simulations. The dots
depict the three grid-points considered for illuminance measurements. The encircled dots indicate
the location of the wireless workplane based photosensors used to control the dimming system.
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Figure 48: Variation of zonal dimming values with power consumption through a three workplanesensor driven multi-zone sequentially controlled algorithm. The above plot corresponds to Northoriented glazing.

Figure 49: A comparison of energy consumed by single-zone and multi-zone algorithm for Northoriented glazing.
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Figure 50: The annual count of hours for which illuminance from a particular dimmed zone is utilized
in Single-zone and Multi-Zone system. The above plot corresponds to North-oriented glazing.

Figure 51: Annual illuminance maintenance with three workplane based sensors. The above plot
corresponds to North-oriented glazing.
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B.2 Workplane-Based Control for South-Oriented Glazing
B.2.1 Workplane-Based Control using Two Photosensors

Figure 52: Top-view of the room with south-oriented glazing considered for the simulations. The dots
depict the two grid-points considered for illuminance measurements. The encircled dots indicate the
location of the wireless workplane based photosensors used to control the dimming system.
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Figure 53: Variation of zonal dimming values with power consumption through a two workplanesensor driven multi-zone sequentially controlled algorithm. The above plot corresponds to Southoriented glazing.

Figure 54: A comparison of energy consumed by single-zone and multi-zone algorithm for Southoriented glazing.
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Figure 55: The annual count of hours for which illuminance from a particular dimmed zone is utilized
in Single-zone and Multi-Zone system. The above plot corresponds to South-oriented glazing.

Figure 56: Annual illuminance maintenance with two workplane based sensors. The above plot
corresponds to South-oriented glazing.
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B.2.2 Workplane-Based Control using Four Photosensors

Figure 57: Top-view of the room with south-oriented glazing considered for the simulations. The dots
depict the four grid-points considered for illuminance measurements. The encircled dots indicate the
location of the wireless workplane based photosensors used to control the dimming system.
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Figure 58: Variation of zonal dimming values with power consumption through a four workplanesensor driven multi-zone sequentially controlled algorithm. The above plot corresponds to Southoriented glazing.

Figure 59: A comparison of energy consumed by single-zone and multi-zone algorithm for Southoriented glazing.
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Figure 60: The annual count of hours for which illuminance from a particular dimmed zone is utilized
in Single-zone and Multi-Zone system. The above plot corresponds to South-oriented glazing.

Figure 61: Annual illuminance maintenance with four workplane based sensors. The above plot
corresponds to South-oriented glazing.
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B.2.3 Workplane-Based Control using Six Photosensors

Figure 62: Top-view of the room with south-oriented glazing considered for the simulations. The dots
depict the six grid-points considered for illuminance measurements. The encircled dots indicate the
location of the wireless workplane based photosensors used to control the dimming system.
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Figure 63: Variation of zonal dimming values with power consumption through a six workplanesensor driven multi-zone sequentially controlled algorithm. The above plot corresponds to Southoriented glazing.

Figure 64: A comparison of energy consumed by single-zone and multi-zone algorithm for Southoriented glazing. The above figure shows a negligible difference in energy consumption with
workplane sensor controlled sequential algorithm and the optimized sequential algorithm.
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Figure 65: The annual count of hours for which illuminance from a particular dimmed zone is utilized
in Single-zone and Multi-Zone system. The above plot corresponds to South-oriented glazing.

Figure 66: Annual illuminance maintenance with six workplane based sensors. The above plot
corresponds to South-oriented glazing.
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B.3 Workplane-Based Control for West-Oriented Glazing
B.3.1 Workplane-Based Control using Two Photosensors

Figure 67: Top-view of the room with west-oriented glazing considered for the simulations. The dots
depict the two grid-points considered for illuminance measurements. The encircled dots indicate the
location of the wireless workplane based photosensors used to control the dimming system.
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Figure 68: Variation of zonal dimming values with power consumption through a two workplanesensor driven multi-zone sequentially controlled algorithm. The above plot corresponds to Westoriented glazing.

Figure 69: A comparison of energy consumed by single-zone and multi-zone algorithm for Westoriented glazing.
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Figure 70: The annual count of hours for which illuminance from a particular dimmed zone is utilized
in Single-zone and Multi-Zone system. The above plot corresponds to West-oriented glazing.

Figure 71: Annual illuminance maintenance with two workplane based sensors. The above plot
corresponds to West-oriented glazing.
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B.3.2 Workplane-Based Control using Four Photosensors

Figure 72: Top-view of the room with west-oriented glazing considered for the simulations. The dots
depict the four grid-points considered for illuminance measurements. The encircled dots indicate the
location of the wireless workplane based photosensors used to control the dimming system.
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Figure 73: Variation of zonal dimming values with power consumption through a four workplanesensor driven multi-zone sequentially controlled algorithm. The above plot corresponds to Westoriented glazing.

Figure 74: A comparison of energy consumed by single-zone and multi-zone algorithm for Westoriented glazing.
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Figure 75: The annual count of hours for which illuminance from a particular dimmed zone is utilized
in Single-zone and Multi-Zone system. The above plot corresponds to West-oriented glazing.

Figure 76: Annual illuminance maintenance with four workplane based sensors. The above plot
corresponds to West-oriented glazing.
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B.3.3 Workplane-Based Control using Six Photosensors

Figure 77: Top-view of the room with west-oriented glazing considered for the simulations. The dots
depict the six grid-points considered for illuminance measurements. The encircled dots indicate the
location of the wireless workplane based photosensors used to control the dimming system.
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Figure 78: Variation of zonal dimming values with power consumption through a six workplanesensor driven multi-zone sequentially controlled algorithm. The above plot corresponds to Westoriented glazing.

Figure 79: A comparison of energy consumed by single-zone and multi-zone algorithm for Westoriented glazing. The above figure shows a negligible difference in energy consumption with
workplane sensor controlled sequential algorithm and the optimized sequential algorithm.
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Figure 80: The annual count of hours for which illuminance from a particular dimmed zone is utilized
in Single-zone and Multi-Zone system. The above plot corresponds to West-oriented glazing.

Figure 81: Annual illuminance maintenance with six workplane based sensors. The above plot
corresponds to West-oriented glazing.
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